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Abstract
We review the theory of orthogonal separation of variables on pseudo-Riemannian mani-
folds of constant non-zero curvature via concircular tensors and warped products. We then ap-
ply this theory simultaneously to both the three-dimensional Hyperbolic and de Sitter spaces,
obtaining an invariant classification of the thirty-four orthogonal separable webs on each space,
modulo action of the respective isometry groups. The inequivalent coordinate charts adapted
to each web are also determined and listed. The results obtained for Hyperbolic 3-space agree
with those in the literature, while the results for de Sitter 3-space appear to be new.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider two partial differential equations on an n-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian
manifold pM, gq which appear frequently in mathematical physics. The first is the Hamilton-Jacobi
(HJ) equation for the geodesics, which in coordinates q takes the form
1
2
gij
BW
Bqi
BW
Bqj “ E, (1)
where E is a nonzero constant. The second is the Laplace-Beltrami (LB) equation
1a| det g|
B
Bqi
´a
| det g|gij BϕBqj
¯
`m2ϕ “ 0, (2)
where m is a non-zero constant and det g is the determinant of the matrix representing g in
coordinates q. Note that in the Lorentzian case, the Laplace-Beltrami equation is often called the
Klein-Gordon equation.
We say that equation (1) is additive separable in a coordinate system q if there exists a solution
of the form
W pq, cq “
nÿ
i“1
Wipqi, cq, (3)
where c “ pc1, . . . , cnq denotes n constants, such that W pq, cq satisfies the completeness relation
det
´ B2W
BciBqj
¯
‰ 0. (4)
Similarly, we say that equation (2) is product separable in a coordinate system q if there exists a
solution of the form [2]
ϕpq, cq “
nź
i“1
ϕipqi, cq, (5)
that depend on 2n parameters c “ pc1, . . . , c2nq, satisfying the completeness relation [2]
det
¨
˚˚
˝
Bui
Bc
Bvi
Bc
˛
‹‹‚‰ 0, ui “ ϕ
1
i
ϕi
, vi “ ϕ
2
i
ϕi
. (6)
Separation of variables (for either equation) in coordinates q is said to be orthogonal if the coor-
dinates q are orthogonal, i.e. if gij “ 0, for i ‰ j. It is clear that if the HJ (resp. LB) equation
is separable in coordinates q, then it is also separable in coordinates q1, where q1 is obtained from
q by an transformation whose Jacobian is diagonal. This motivates the introduction of the fol-
lowing geometric object in the study of separability [1]. An orthogonal web in pM, gq is a set of
n mutually transversal and orthogonal foliations of dimension n ´ 1. A coordinate system q is
said to be adapted to an orthogonal web if its leaves are locally given by the level sets of the
coordinates, qi “ ci. A separable web is an orthogonal web such that the HJ equation is separable
in any coordinates adapted to the web [2]. It can be shown that if the LB equation is separable in
coordinates q, then the HJ equation is separable in the same coordinates [15]. However, in a space
of constant curvature, where the Riemann curvature tensor has the form
Rijkl “ kpgikgjl ´ gilgjkq, (7)
for some constant k, the separability of the LB equation in coordinates q is equivalent to the
separability of the HJ equation in the same system [6]. Furthermore, the separable coordinates
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are necessarily orthogonal [7]. We say that two orthogonal webs in a pseudo-Riemannian manifold
are equivalent if they can be mapped into one another by an isometry.
The purpose of this paper is to determine, and classify modulo isometry, the thirty-four or-
thogonal separable webs on 3-dimensional de Sitter space dS3, the Lorentzian space of constant
positive curvature, via a new method based on concircular tensors. We find that this new approach
allows us en passant to simultaneously determine and classify the thirty-four orthogonal separable
webs on 3-dimensional hyperbolic space H3, the Riemannian space of constant negative curvature,
in agreement with the results obtained by Olevsky [10]. We therefore get a complete classification
of separable webs on both dS3 and H
3, ultimately due to the fact that each space can be isometri-
cally embedded in 4-dimensional Minkowski space E41. It will become evident that the procedure
presented here generalizes and allows one to obtain a complete classification of the separable webs
on dSn and H
n simultaneously. It is also obvious from the theory of concircular tensors that for
all n, dSn and H
n have the same number of orthogonal separable webs modulo isometries.
The approach used is this paper is based on the theory of concircular tensors and warped
products developed by Rajaratnam [12], Rajaratnam and McLenaghan [13, 14] and Rajaratnam,
McLenaghan and Valero [11], which is applicable to pseudo-Riemannian spaces of constant cur-
vature. This theory is derived from Eisenhart’s [6] characterization of orthogonal separability by
means of valence-two Killing tensors which have simple eigenvalues and orthogonally integrable
eigendirections, called characteristic Killing tensors. We recall that a Killing tensor is a symmetric
tensor Kij which satisfies the equation [6]
∇piKjkq “ 0, (8)
where ∇ denotes the covariant derivative associated to the Levi-Civita connection of g.
The problem for H3 has been studied by other methods by different authors including Olevsky
[10], Kalnins, Miller and Reid [8], Kalnins [7] and Adlam, McLenaghan and Smirnov [4]. For a
review and comparison of these methods with those used in the present paper, see [11]. However,
the results for dS3 appear to be new.
We shall denote the n-dimensional pseudo-Euclidean space with signature ν by Enν . Hence,
n-dimensional Euclidean and Minkowski space are denoted by En and En
1
respectively. As Enν is a
vector space, we make liberal use of the canonical isomorphism between Enν and TpE
n
ν to identify
points and tangent vectors. Accordingly, we denote the metric in Enν by both g and x¨, ¨y. For any
nonzero real number κ, we define the hypersurface Enν pκq
E
n
ν pκq :“ tp P Enν | xp, py “ κ´1u
Note that Enν pκq is an pn´ 1q-dimensional space of constant curvature, with signature ν if κ ą 0,
and signature ν´ 1 if κ ă 0. Accordingly, we identify the sphere Sn´1, hyperbolic space Hn´1 and
de Sitter space dSn´1 with any connected component of E
np1q, En
1
p´1q and En
1
p1q, respectively.
Also, if N is an open submanifold of Enν , we define Npκq :“ N X Enν pκq.
Finally, this paper relies heavily on some elementary results regarding the classification of
self-adjoint linear operators on Enν . A review of the relevant material may be found in [11]; for
convenience, in appendix A we have summarized the main results for the case of En1 , which is
all that shall be needed in this paper (of course in En all self-adjoint operators are orthogonally
diagonalizable). Any reader not familiar with this subject should look at the appendix before
proceeding. The notation and definitions found therein will be used hereafter without comment.
2 Concircular Tensors in Enνpκq
The introduction of concircular tensors greatly simplifies the determination and classification of
separable webs in spaces of constant curvature. Let pM, gq be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold. A
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concircular 2-tensor is defined to be a symmetric tensor of valence two which satisfies
∇kLij “ αpigjqk (9)
for some one-form α. Since we will not need to work with higher-order tensors, by concircular
tensor we will always mean a concircular 2-tensor. Furthermore, we will often denote concircular
tensor by the acronym CT.
Let L be a CT on an open subset U of M . L is called orthogonal (denoted by OCT) if it is
pointwise diagonalizable. It is called Benenti if it has pointwise simple eigenfunctions, and if these
eigenfunctions are also functionally independent, then L is called irreducible (denoted by ICT). A
CT which is not irreducible is called reducible. We will concern ourselves exclusively with OCTs,
as these are the ones which induces separable webs.
In a pseudo-Euclidean space Enν , one can show [5] that the general CT is given by
L “ A` 2w d r `mr d r (10)
where A is a constant symmetric tensor, w is a constant vector, m P R, d is the symmetric tensor
product, and r is the radial vector field, given in pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pxiq by r :“ xiBi.
Moreover, one can also show [5] that if N is an umbilical submanifold1 of M and L is a CT on
M , then the pullback of L to N is a CT on N . Using this observation, as well as a dimensional
argument, one finds that the general CT on Enν pκq of Enν is given by pulling back the general CT
on Enν via the inclusion map ι. Since TpE
n
ν pκq “ rK, using equation (10), we find that
L˜ “ ι˚A (11)
gives the general CT in Enν pκq. This gives a bijective correspondence between CTs on Enν pκq and
constant symmetric tensors on Enν . In equation (11), A is called the parameter tensor associated
with L˜. This correspondence allows the classification of CTs in Enν pκq to be reformulated as a
classification of self-adjoint operators in Enν . For instance, the following proposition, which is
proven in [14], is useful for identifying reducible OCTs in spherical submanifolds of Euclidean and
Minkowski spaces. We will use it frequently in section 4.
Proposition 2.1. Let L˜ “ ι˚A be an OCT in Enν pκq for ν ď 1. Then L˜ is reducible if and only if
A has a multi-dimensional real eigenspace.
We now define the following equivalence relation: two CTs L and L1 on a pseudo-Riemannian
manifold pM, gq are geometrically equivalent if D a P Rzt0u, b P R, and an isometry Λ such that
L1 “ aΛ˚L` bg
It can be shown [14] that if L and L1 are CTs on a connected manifold with at least one of them
non-constant, then their induced separable webs are related by isometry if and only if they are
geometrically equivalent. For CTs in Enν pκq, we can translate this into a statement about their
parameter tensors, which will also be used frequently in section 4:
Proposition 2.2. Let L1 and L2 be CTs in E
n
ν with parameter tensors A1 and A2. Then L1 “
Λ˚L2 for an isometry Λ if and only if A1 and A2 have the same metric-Jordan canonical form.
Thus, L1 and L2 are geometrically equivalent if and only if
A1 “ aA˜2 ` bg
for a P Rzt0u, b P R, and where A˜2 has the same metric-Jordan canonical form as A2.
1Recall that an umbilical submanifold is one where the second fundamental form is everywhere proportional to
the metric. This includes the hypersurfaces En
ν
pκq.
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So, having reviewed the theory needed to classify CTs, we now record some technical results
from [12] which will be used in explicitly obtaining the transformation equations between pseudo-
Cartesian coordinates in the ambient space, and the separable coordinates in Enν pκq induced by an
ICT. We shall only need the following special case: let L be an ICT in Enν pκq, and suppose that
its parameter tensor A, and the ambient metric g, take the following form in (lightcone)-Cartesian
coordinates px1, . . . , xnq:
A “ Jkp0qT ‘ diagpλk`1, . . . , λnq g “ ǫ0Sk ‘ diagpǫk`1, . . . , ǫnq (12)
where ǫi “ ˘1, and where Jkpλq and Sk are the k ˆ k Jordan and skew-normal matrices defined
in appendix A. Moreover, let ppζq denote the characteristic polynomial of L, let Bpζq denote the
characteristic polynomial of A, and let BUKpζq be the characteristic polynomial of A restricted to
the subspace corresponding to pxk`1, . . . , xnq. We then have [12] the following
l`1ÿ
i“1
xixl`2´i “ 1
κ
ǫ0
l!
´ d
dζ
¯l´ ppζq
BUKpζq
¯ˇˇˇ
ζ“0
l “ 0, . . . , k ´ 1 (13)
pxiq2 “ ǫi
κ
ppλiq
B1pλiq i “ k ` 1, . . . , n (14)
If pu1, . . . , un´1q are the eigenfunctions of L, then we may write
ppζq “
n´1ź
i“1
pζ ´ uiq (15)
which then yields the transformation equations between the ambient coordinates px1, . . . , xnq and
the separable coordinates pu1, . . . , un´1q on Enν pκq. The last result we quote from [12] is the
following: in the coordinates pu1, . . . , un´1q induced by an ICT, the metric is diagonal and its
diagonal elements are given by
gii “ ´ 1
4κ
ś
j‰ipui ´ ujqśn
j“1pui ´ λjq
(16)
for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1, where λ1, . . . , λn are the eigenvalues of A.
3 Warped Products in Enνpκq
We now discuss some fundamental ideas concerning warped products and their application to
separable webs. Suppose we have, for each i “ 0, 1, . . . , k, a pseudo-Riemannian manifold pMi, giq,
and k smooth positive functions ρi : M0 Ñ R` where 1 ď i ď k. Then the warped product
M0ˆρ1 M1ˆρ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆρk Mk is defined to be the product manifold M0ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆMk equipped with the
pseudo-Riemannian metric given by
g :“ π˚0 g0 `
kÿ
i“1
pρ2i ˝ π0qπ˚i gi (17)
where πi : M0ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆMk ÑMi is the i-th projection. M0 is called the geodesic factor, the Mi for
i ě 1 are called the spherical factors, and the ρi are called the warping functions. A map ψ : M0ˆρ1
¨ ¨ ¨ˆρk Mk ÑM which is a (local) isometry is called a (local) warped product decomposition of M .
We will often use the terms warped product and warped product decomposition interchangeably.
Let L be a CT in M and let ψ : N0 ˆρ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆρn Nk Ñ M be a warped product of M . Then
we say that ψ is adapted to L if for each i ą 0 and for all points p P Ni, ψ˚pTpNiq is an invariant
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subspace of L. In this case, one can show [14] that the restriction (via ψ) of L to N0 is a Benenti
tensor, and therefore induces a separable web on N0 which we may lift toM using ψ. In particular,
if the restriction of L is an ICT, then its eigenfunctions give a set of separable coordinates on N0.
By choosing a separable web for each of the spherical factors and lifting them to M via ψ, we
hence obtain a separable web in M .
The goal of this section is to construct a warped product of Enν pκq which is adapted to a
given reducible CT. This will be done by first considering a related CT in the ambient space Enν ;
constructing a warped product adapted to it; and then restricting the warped product back to
Enν pκq. One can show that this restricted warped product is adapted to the original CT in Enν pκq.
Most of what follows will be a very brief overview of results from [12].
A warped product of Enν is uniquely determined by the following initial data: a point p¯ P Enν ;
an orthogonal decomposition Tp¯E
n
ν “ V0 k ¨ ¨ ¨ k Vk of the tangent space at p¯ into nontrivial
(and therefore non-degenerate) subspaces, where k ą 0; and k vectors a1, . . . , ak P V0 which are
pairwise orthogonal and linearly independent. It is of no loss of generality to assume that the
warped product is in canonical form. This means that p¯ P V0 and xp¯, aiy “ 1 for each i ą 0. We
will now show how this data determines a warped product.
One can show [12] that each triple pp¯;Vi; aiq for i ą 0 uniquely determines a maximal connected
and complete spherical submanifold Si of E
n
ν , and is such that p¯ P Si, Tp¯Si “ Vi, and Si has mean
curvature vector´ai at p¯. Si is an open submanifold ofNi, whereNi is called the sphere determined
by pp¯;Vi; aiq and takes one of the following forms
(i) if ai “ 0, then Ni “ p¯` Vi and is therefore pseudo-Euclidean
(ii) if ai is non-null, then Ni “ c`tp P RaikVi | xp, py “ xai, aiy´1u, where c :“ p¯´xai, aiy´1ai.
If ai is timelike (spacelike), then Ni has constant negative (positive) curvature xai, aiy
(iii) if ai is lightlike, then Ni “ p¯ ` tp ´ 12xp, pyai | p P Viu and is isometric to a (parabolically-
embedded) pseudo-Euclidean space
In the first case, Ni is simply a plane passing through p¯. This is relevant for warped products in
pseudo-Euclidean spaces, but won’t be needed for constructing warped products in Enν pκq. We will
henceforward assume that our warped product is proper, meaning ai ‰ 0 for all i ą 0.
Continuing with our construction, we define Ni to be the sphere determined by pp¯;Vi; aiq for
i ą 0. For each i ą 0, we define the function ρi : V0 Ñ R by ρipp0q “ xp0, aiy. We then let N0 be
the open subset of V0 where each ρi is positive. This defines the warped product N0ˆρ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ˆρk Nk
induced by the initial data pp¯;V0k¨ ¨ ¨kVk; a1, . . . , akq, as well as a warped product decomposition
ψ : N0 ˆρ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆρk Nk Ñ Enν . Rather than give the general expression for ψ (which can be found
in [12]), we will describe it below for some simple but useful cases.
Let us write down a convenient expression for these warped products. We begin by considering
warped products with only two factors, and later comment on how warped products with multiple
factors can be constructed from these. First let ψ : N0 ˆρ1 N1 Ñ Enν be a warped product
determined by initial data pp¯;V0 k V1; a1q where a1 is non-null. Define W0 :“ V0 X aK1 , and let
P0 : E
n
ν ÑW0 denote the orthogonal projection. Then ψ takes the form
ψpp0, p1q “ P0p0 ` xa1, p0ypp1 ´ cq (18)
where c :“ p¯ ´ xa1, a1y´1a1. Now consider the case where a1 is lightlike. Then there is another
lightlike vector b P V0 such that xa1, by “ 1. Here, we defineW0 :“ V0Xspanta1, buK andW1 :“ V1,
and let Pi : E
n
ν ÑWi for i “ 0, 1 denote the orthogonal projection. Then ψ takes the form
ψpp0, p1q “ P0p0 ` pxb, p0y ´ 1
2
xa1, p0yxP1p1, P1p1yqa1 ` xa1, p0yb` xa1, p0yP1p1 (19)
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A warped product with multiple factors can be constructed from two-factor warped products by
inductively decomposing the geodesic factor in a compatible way (see [12] for details). In this
manner, one can show that the warped product ψ : N0 ˆρ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆρk Nk Ñ Enν determined by
pp¯;V0 k ¨ ¨ ¨ k Vk; a1, . . . , akq, where each ai is non-null, is given by
ψpp0, . . . , pkq “ P0p0 `
kÿ
i“1
xai, p0yppi ´ ciq (20)
where ci :“ p¯ ´ xai, aiy´1ai and P0 is the orthogonal projection onto V0 X aK1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X aKk . It also
useful to know the images of these standard warped products. If ψ is a warped product of the
form (20), and if Pi : E
n
ν Ñ Rai k Vi are orthogonal projections, then we have [12]
Impψq “ tp P Enν | sign xPippq, Pippqy “ sign xai, aiy, i “ 1, . . . , ku (21)
If we require the Ni to be connected, then for each i ą 0 such that Ni is disconnected, we impose
the extra condition xai, Pippqy ą 0. If ψ is a warped product of the form (19), then we have
Impψq “ tp P Enν | xa1, py ą 0u. (22)
For the remainder of this section, let us restrict ourselves to Euclidean and Minkowski spaces,
i.e. ν ď 1. Consider a reducible CT L in Enν pκq with parameter tensor A. Since ν ď 1, we have
that L is reducible iff A has a multi-dimensional eigenspace. Let us further consider the CT in Enν
given by Lc :“ A` rd r. This CT is reducible, and hence, the algorithm given in chapter 9 of [12]
yields a (proper) warped product adapted to Lc. For completeness, we give the algorithm below,
reiterating that we have assumed ν ď 1.
Algorithm 3.1. Let tEiu be the multidimensional eigenspaces of A. For each i, apply the following
construction:
(i) If Ei is non-degenerate, choose a unit vector ai P Ei and define Vi :“ Ei X aKi .
(ii) If Ei is a degenerate subspace, then there is a cycle v1, . . . , vr of generalized eigenvectors of
A, such that vr P Ei is lightlike. Let ai :“ vr, and define Vi :“ Ei X vK1 . Note that Vi is
non-degenerate, and in En1 , r ď 3.
Define V0 :“ V K1 X¨ ¨ ¨XV Kk , and let p¯ P Enν be such that the warped product ψ : N0ˆρ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ˆρkNk Ñ
Enν determined by initial data pp¯;V0k¨ ¨ ¨kVk; a1, . . . , akq is in canonical form. Then ψ is a proper
warped product adapted to Lc “ A` r d r.
One can show [12] that the restriction of ψ to N0pκqˆρ1 N1ˆρ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ˆρk Nk yields a warped product
of Enν pκq which is adapted to L. Also, the restriction of L to N0pκq via ψ is Benenti, and its
parameter tensor is given by the restriction of A to the subspace V0 defined in algorithm 3.1.
This finally gives us a procedure for constructing separable webs from reducible CTs in Enν pκq.
Given a reducible CT L with parameter tensor A, we first use the above algorithm to construct
a warped product of Enν which is adapted to A ` r d r. We then restrict this warped product to
N0pκq to get a warped product which is adapted to L. Then, upon choosing a separable web (and
corresponding separable coordinates) for each factor, we lift these to Enν pκq via ψ, thus obtaining
a separable web on Enν pκq. Note that this algorithm is recursive, in the sense that it requires
knowledge of all separable webs in the lower-dimensional spaces which could appear as factors in
a warped product decomposition of Enν pκq.
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4 Classification of Separable Webs in H3 and dS3
In this section, we finally apply the theory of concircular tensors reviewed above to determine and
classify modulo isometry, the 34 separable webs in dS3 and H
3 simultaneously. We also work out,
for each separable web, all the inequivalent coordinate charts adapted to the web (by inequivalent
coordinate charts, we mean ones that cannot be mapped into one another by isometry).
Thus, for each web below, and for each corresponding coordinate chart, we give the trans-
formation equations between the separable coordinates and pseudo-Cartesian coordinates in the
ambient space, as well as the components of the metric in the separable coordinates. Note that
we only give the coordinate transformations for a particular chart in each equivalence class. All
other equivalent charts can then be obtained by isometry (often some combination of xi ÞÑ ´xi
and permutation of the spacelike coordinates x, y, z).
As in [11], we will write the transformation equations in terms of transcendental functions,
when possible. In many cases these will be the Jacobi elliptic functions, snpu; aq, cnpu; aq, dnpu; aq,
etc. When dealing with these functions, Kpaq will always mean the complete elliptic integral of
the first kind with parameter a, where 0 ă a ă 1. For an overview of the Jacobi elliptic functions,
see, for example, the book of Lawden [9].
When constructing warped products of E4
1
, we will require that our spherical factors be con-
nected (see the remarks following equation (21)). This is only relevant in the cases below where
the spherical factors contain dS1 or H
n. Also, for consistency, we shall use the following lightcone
coordinates (η, ξ) throughout this section,
η :“ t` x, ξ :“ 1
2
px´ tq
Note that xBη, Bξy “ 1, and so these vectors form a skew-normal sequence for their span (see
appendix A for terminology and notation).
Lastly, according to the remarks at the end of section 3, we will need an exhaustive catalogue
of the separable webs in the lower-dimensional spaces dS2 and H
2. A list of the separable webs
for dS2, their adapted coordinates, and their associated CTs can be found in [11], while the same
information for H2 is tabulated in appendix B for convenience.
4.1 A “ J´1p1q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q
If A has a three-dimensional spacelike eigenspace, then the associated CT is reducible, and we may
choose pseudo-Cartesian coordinates such that A “ Bt d Bt. Then, upon choosing an eigenvector
in the eigenspace of A, say Bx, algorithm 3.1 yields the warped product ψ which decomposes the
A` r d r in E4
1
. By equation (18), ψ is given by
ψ : N0 ˆρ S2 Ñ E41
ptBt ` x˜Bx, pq ÞÑ tBt ` x˜p
where N0 “ ttBt ` x˜Bx P E41 | x˜ ą 0u and ρptBt ` x˜Bxq “ x˜. By equation (21), the image of ψ is
dense in E4
1
. To obtain a warped product which decomposes the CT induced by A on H3 or dS3,
we restrict ψ to N0p´1q or N0p1q respectively.
Restriction to H3
Since N0 is isometric to an open subset of E
2
1
, we have that N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset
H1, and the restriction of A induces the standard coordinate u on H1. We then get two separable
webs, corresponding to the two possible webs we may lift from S2.
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H-1. Spacelike rotational web I
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sinh2 u pdv2 ` sin2 v dw2q
t “ coshu, x “ sinhu cos v,
y “ sinhu sin v sinw, z “ sinhu sin v cosw
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă π, 0 ă w ă 2π
H-2. Hyperbolic-elliptic web I
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sinh2 u pa2 cn2pv; aq ` b2 cn2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ coshu, x “ sinhu snpv; aqdnpw; bq,
y “ sinhu cnpv; aq cnpw; bq, z “ sinhu dnpv; aq snpw; bq
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 4Kpaq, ´2Kpbq ă w ă 2Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
Restriction to dS3
For the above warped product, N0p1q is isometric to dS1, and the restriction of A to the first fac-
tor induces the standard coordinate u on dS1. We again have two webs upon lifting the two from S
2.
dS-1. Spacelike rotational web I
$’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` cosh2 u pdv2 ` sin2 v dw2q
t “ sinhu, x “ coshu cos v,
y “ coshu sin v sinw, z “ coshu sin v cosw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă π, 0 ă w ă 2π
dS-2. de Sitter-elliptic web I
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` cosh2 u pa2cn2pv; aq ` b2cn2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ sinhu, x “ sinhu snpv; aqdnpw; bq,
y “ sinhu cnpv; aq cnpw; bq, z “ sinhu dnpv; aq snpw; bq
´ 8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 4Kpaq, ´2Kpbq ă w ă 2Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
4.2 A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p1q
If A has a three-dimensional Lorentzian eigenspace, then the associated CT is reducible, and we
may choose pseudo-Cartesian coordinates such that A “ BzdBz. Algorithm 3.1 gives two different
warped products which decompose A ` r d r, depending on whether we choose a timelike or
spacelike unit vector in the eigenspace of A. This in turn will depend on whether the point of E4
1
through which we construct the warped product is timelike or spacelike.
Let us first choose a timelike eigenvector of A, say ´Bt, in the construction of algorithm 3.1.
Then, by equation (18) the resulting warped product ψ1 which decomposes A` r d r in E41 is
ψ1 : N0 ˆρ H2 Ñ E41
p´t˜Bt ` zBz, pq ÞÑ zBz ` t˜p
where N0 “ t´t˜Bt ` zBz P E41 | t˜ ą 0u and ρp´t˜Bt ` zBzq “ t˜. By equation (21) and the remarks
following it, the image of ψ1 consists of all points pt, x, y, zq such that ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0 and
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t ą 0. If instead we choose a spacelike eigenvector of A, say Bx, in algorithm 3.1, we find that the
resulting warped product ψ2 which decomposes the A` r d r in E41 is
ψ2 : N0 ˆρ dS2 Ñ E41
pzBz ` y˜By, pq ÞÑ zBz ` y˜p
where N0 “ tzBz ` y˜By P E41 | y˜ ą 0u and ρpzBz ` y˜Byq “ y˜. By equation (21), the image of ψ2
consists of all points pt, x, y, zq such that ´t2` x2 ` y2 ą 0. To obtain warped products which de-
compose the CT induced by A on H3 or dS3, we restrict ψ1 and ψ2 to N0p´1q or N0p1q respectively.
Restriction to H3
First note that restricting ψ2 to N0p´1q does not yield a warped product of H3. Now, for ψ1,
N0 is isometric to an open subset of E
2
1, and so N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H1.
The restriction of A induces the standard coordinate u on H1. We then get nine separable webs,
corresponding to the nine possible webs we may lift from H2. For a list of the nine webs and their
adapted coordinates on H2, see appendix B.
H-3. Hyperbolic-elliptic web II
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pa2cd2pv; aq ` cs2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ coshu ndpv; aq nspw; bq, x “ coshu sdpv; aq dspw; bq,
y “ coshu cdpv; aq cspw; bq, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
H-4. Hyperbolic-elliptic web III
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pdc2pv; aq ` a2 sc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ coshu ncpv; aq ncpw; bq, x “ coshu scpv; aq dcpw; bq,
y “ coshu dcpv; aq scpw; bq, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
H-5. Spacelike rotational web II
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pdv2 ` sinh2 v dw2q
t “ coshu cosh v, x “ coshu sinh v cosw,
y “ coshu sinh v sinw, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
H-6. Timelike rotational web I
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pdv2 ` cosh2 v dw2q
t “ coshu cosh v coshw, x “ coshu cosh v sinhw,
y “ coshu sinh v, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
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H-7. Hyperbolic-complex elliptic web
$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u psn2pv; aq dc2pv; aq ` sn2pw; bq dc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t2 ` x2 “ 2 cosh
2 u dnp2v; aq dnp2w; bq
abp1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; bqq , t
2 ´ x2 “ 2 cosh
2 u p1` cnp2v; aq cnp2w; bqq
p1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; bqq ,
y “ coshu snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; bq dcpw; bq, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
H-8. Hyperbolic-null elliptic web I
$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u psec2 v ´ sech2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ coshu sec v sechw, t´ x “ coshu cos v coshw p1` tan2 v tanh2 wq,
y “ coshu tan v tanhw, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă π
2
, 0 ă w ă 8
H-9. Hyperbolic-null elliptic web II
$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pcsch2v ` sec2wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ coshu csch v secw, t´ x “ coshu sinh v cosw p1` coth2v tan2wq,
y “ coshu coth v tanw, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă π
2
H-10. Null rotational web I
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pdv2 ` e2vdw2q
t` x “ coshu ev, t´ x “ coshu pe´v ` w2evq,
y “ coshuwev, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
H-11. Hyperbolic-null elliptic web III
$’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pv´2 ` w´2qpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ coshu
vw
, t´ x “ coshupv
2 ` w2q2
4vw
,
y “ coshupw
2 ´ v2q
2vw
, z “ sinhu
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 8
Restriction to dS3
For ψ1, we have that N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS1, and the restriction of ψ1 gives
a warped product in the region where ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0. For ψ2, we have that N0p1q is isometric
to an open subset of S1, and the restriction of ψ2 gives a warped product in the region where
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´t2`x2` y2 ą 0. The restriction of A induces the standard coordinate on dS1 or S1 respectively.
We then get nine separable webs, corresponding to the nine possible webs we may lift from dS2.
For a list of the nine webs and their adapted coordinates on dS2, see [11].
dS-3. de Sitter-elliptic web I
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pa2 cd2pv; aq ` cs2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ sinhu ndpv; aq nspw; bq, x “ sinhu sdpv; aq dspw; bq,
y “ sinhu cdpv; aq cspw; bq, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u pdc2pv; aq ´ a2 sn2pw; aqqp´dv2 ` dw2q
t “ sinu scpv; aq dnpw; aq, x “ sinu ncpv; aq cnpw; aq,
y “ sinu dcpv; aq snpw; aq, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpaq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
dS-4. de Sitter-elliptic web II
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pdc2pv; aq ` a2 sc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ sinhu ncpv; aq ncpw; bq, x “ sinhu scpv; aq dcpw; bq,
y “ sinhu dcpv; aq scpw; bq, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, a|t| ´ |x| ą b
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2
$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u pdc2pv; aq ´ dc2pw; aqqp´dv2 ` dw2q
t “ a´1b sinu ncpv; aq ncpw; aq, x “ b sinu scpv; aq scpw; aq,
y “ a´1 sinu dcpv; aq dcpw; aq, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă w ă v ă Kpaq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, a|t| ` |x| ă b
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2
$’’’&
’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` a2 sin2 u pnd2pv; bq ´ nd2pw; bqqpdv2 ´ dw2q
t “ ab sinu sdpv; bq sdpw; bq, x “ b sinu cdpv; aq cdpw; aq,
y “ a sinu ndpv; aq ndpw; aq, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă w ă v ă Kpaq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
dS-5. Spacelike rotational web II
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for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pdv2 ` sinh2 v dw2q
t “ sinu cosh v, x “ sinu sinh v cosw,
y “ sinu sinh v sinw, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0
$’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u p´dv2 ` cosh2 v dw2q
t “ sinu sinh v, x “ sinu cosh v cosw,
y “ sinu cosh v sinw, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
dS-6. Timelike rotational web I
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pdv2 ` cosh2 v dw2q
t “ sinhu cosh v coshw, x “ sinhu cosh v sinhw,
y “ sinhu sinh v, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, ´t2 ` x2 ą 0
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u pdv2 ´ sin2 v dw2q
t “ sinu sin v sinhw, x “ sinu sin v coshw,
y “ sinu cos v, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă π, ´8 ă w ă 8
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, ´t2 ` x2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u p´dv2 ` sinh2 v dw2q
t “ sinu sinh v coshw, x “ sinu sinh v sinhw,
y “ sinu cosh v, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
dS-7. de Sitter-complex elliptic web
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u psn2pv; aq dc2pv; aq ` sn2pw; bq dc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t2 ` x2 “ 2 sinh
2 u dnp2v; aq dnp2w; bq
abp1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; bqq , t
2 ´ x2 “ 2 sinh
2 u p1` cnp2v; aq cnp2w; bqq
p1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; aqq ,
y “ sinu snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; aq dcpw; aq, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq
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for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u psn2pv; aq dc2pv; aq ´ sn2pw; aq dc2pw; aqqp´dv2 ` dw2q
t2 ` x2 “ 2 sin
2 u dnp2v; aq dnp2w; aq
abp1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; aqq , ´t
2 ` x2 “ 2 sin
2 u pcnp2v; aq ` cnp2w; aqq
p1 ` cnp2v; aqqp1` cnp2w; aqq ,
y “ sinu snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; aq dcpw; aq, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă w ă v ă Kpaq
dS-8. de Sitter-null elliptic web I
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u psec2 v ´ sech2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ sinhu sec v sechw, t´ x “ sinhu cos v coshw p1` tan2 v tanh2 wq,
y “ sinhu tan v tanhw, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă π
2
, 0 ă w ă 8
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u psech2 v ` csch2 wqpdv2 ´ dw2q
t` x “ sinu sech v cschw, t´ x “ ´ sinu cosh v sinhw p1´ tanh2 v coth2 wq,
y “ sinu tanh v cothw, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 8
dS-9. de Sitter-null elliptic web II
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pcsch2 v ` sec2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ sinhu csch v secw, t´ x “ sinhu sinh v cosw p1` coth2 v tan2 wq,
y “ sinhu coth v tanw, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă π
2
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, |x| ą
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2, tx ą 0$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u psec2 v ´ sec2 wqp´dv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ sinu sec v secw, t´ x “ ´ sinu cos v cosw p1 ´ tan2 v tan2 wq,
y “ sinu tan v tanw, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă w ă v ă π
2
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, |x| ą
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2, tx ă 0, |y| ą
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2$’’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u pcsch2 v ´ csch2 wqpdv2 ´ dw2q
t` x “ sinu csch v cschw, t´ x “ ´ sinu sinh v sinhw p1´ coth2 v coth2 wq,
y “ sinu coth v cothw, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă w ă v ă 8
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for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0, |x| ą
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2, tx ă 0, |y| ă
a
´t2 ` x2 ` y2
$’’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u psech2 v ´ sech2 wqpdv2 ´ dw2q
t` x “ sinu sech v sechw, t´ x “ ´ sinu cosh v coshw p1 ´ tanh2 v tanh2 wq,
y “ sinu tanh v tanhw, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă w ă 8
dS-10. Null rotational web I
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pdv2 ` e2vdw2q
t` x “ ev sinhu, t´ x “ sinhu pe´v ` w2evq
y “ wev sinhu, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0
$’’’&
’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u p´dv2 ` e2vdw2q
t` x “ sinu pe´v ´ w2evq, t´ x “ ´ev sinu,
y “ wev sinu, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
dS-11. de Sitter-null elliptic web III
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ą 0
$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` sin2 u pv´2 ´ w´2qp´dv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ sinu
vw
, t´ x “ sinu pv
2 ´ w2q2
4vw
,
y “ sinu pv
2 ` w2q
2vw
, z “ cosu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă w ă 8
for ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 ă 0
$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u pv´2 ` w´2qpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ sinhu
vw
, t´ x “ sinhu pv
2 ` w2q2
4vw
,
y “ sinhu pw
2 ´ v2q
2vw
, z “ coshu
0 ă u ă π, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 8
4.3 A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p1q ‘ J1p1q
If A has a two-dimensional Lorentzian eigenspace and a two-dimensional spacelike eigenspace,
then the associated CT is reducible, and we may choose pseudo-Cartesian coordinates such that A
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takes the above form. Algorithm 3.1 again gives two different warped products which decompose
A` rd r, depending on our choice of eigenvector in the Lorentzian eigenspace of A. As in section
4.2, these two warped products will map into different regions of E4
1
.
Let us first choose a timelike eigenvector of A, say ´Bt, and a spacelike eigenvector, say Bz, in
the construction of algorithm 3.1. By equation (18), the resulting warped product ψ1 is
ψ1 : N0 ˆρ1 H1 ˆρ2 S1 Ñ E41
p´t˜Bt ` z˜Bz, p1, p2q ÞÑ t˜p1 ` z˜p2
where N0 “ t´t˜Bt ` z˜Bz P E41 | t˜ ą 0, z˜ ą 0u, ρ1p´t˜Bt ` z˜Bzq “ t˜ and ρ2p´t˜Bt ` z˜Bzq “ z˜. By
equation (21) and the remarks following it, the image of ψ1 consists of all points pt, x, y, zq such
that ´t2 ` x2 ă 0 and t ą 0. If instead we choose two spacelike eigenvectors of A, say Bx and Bz,
in algorithm 3.1, we find that the resulting warped product ψ2 is
ψ2 : N0 ˆρ1 dS1 ˆρ2 S1 Ñ E41
px˜Bx ` z˜Bz, p1, p2q ÞÑ x˜p1 ` z˜p2
where N0 “ tx˜Bx ` z˜Bz P E41 | x˜ ą 0, z˜ ą 0u, ρ1px˜Bx ` z˜Bzq “ x˜ and ρ2px˜Bx ` z˜Bzq “ z˜. By
equation (21), the image of ψ2 consists of all points pt, x, y, zq such that ´t2 ` x2 ą 0.
Restriction to H3
First note that ψ2 does not restrict to a warped product of H
3. Now, for ψ1, N0 is isometric to
an open subset of E21, and so N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H1. The restriction of A
induces the standard coordinate u on H1. We then get the following web, upon lifting the standard
coordinates v and w from H1 and S1 respectively.
H-12. Spacelike-timelike rotational web
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u dv2 ` sinh2 u dw2
t “ coshu cosh v, x “ coshu sinh v,
y “ sinhu sinw, z “ sinhu cosw
0 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π,
Restriction to dS3
For ψ1, we have that N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS1, and the restriction of ψ1 gives
a warped product in the region where ´t2 ` x2 ă 0 and t ą 0. For ψ2, we have that N0p1q is
isometric to an open subset of S1, and the restriction of ψ2 gives a warped product in the region
where ´t2`x2 ą 0. The restriction of A induces the standard coordinate on dS1 or S1 respectively.
Upon lifting the standard coordinates from the other factors, we get
dS-12. Spacelike-timelike rotational web
for ´t2 ` x2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` sinh2 u dv2 ` cosh2 u dw2
t “ sinhu cosh v, x “ sinhu sinh v,
y “ coshu sinw, z “ coshu cosw
0 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π,
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for ´t2 ` x2 ą 0
$’’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ´ cos2 u dv2 ` sin2 u dw2
t “ cosu sinh v, x “ cosu cosh v,
y “ sinu sinw, z “ sinu cosw
0 ă u ă π
2
, ´8 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π,
4.4 A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1pa2q ‘ J1p1q, 0 ă a ă 1
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. As A
has a two-dimensional Lorentzian eigenspace, the associated CT is reducible. We consider the
construction given by algorithm 3.1 for the timelike and spacelike cases.
Let us first choose a timelike eigenvector of A, say ´Bt in the construction of algorithm 3.1.
By equation (18), the resulting warped product ψ1 is
ψ1 : N0 ˆρ H1 Ñ E41
p´t˜Bt ` yBy ` zBz, pq ÞÑ yBy ` zBz ` t˜p
where N0 “ t´t˜Bt` yBy` zBz P E41 | t˜ ą 0u and ρp´t˜Bt` yBy` zBzq “ t˜. By equation (21) and the
remarks following it, the image of ψ1 consists of all points pt, x, y, zq such that ´t2 ` x2 ă 0 and
t ą 0. If instead we choose a spacelike eigenvector of A, say Bx, in algorithm 3.1, then we have
that the resulting warped product ψ2 is
ψ2 : N0 ˆρ1 dS1 Ñ E41
px˜Bx ` yBy ` zBz, pq ÞÑ yBy ` zBz ` x˜p
where N0 “ tx˜Bx ` yBy ` zBz P E41 | x˜ ą 0u and ρpx˜Bx ` yBy ` zBzq “ x˜. By equation (21), the
image of ψ2 consists of all points pt, x, y, zq such that ´t2 ` x2 ą 0.
Restriction to H3
First note that ψ2 does not restrict to a warped product of H
3. Now, for ψ1, N0 is isometric to an
open subset of E31, and so N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A to N0
is given by diagp0, a2, 1q, which induces on H2 the elliptic web of type I (see appendix B). Upon
lifting these coordinates to H3 via ψ we get
H-13. Timelike rotational web II
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pa2 cd2pv; aq ` cs2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q ` nd2pv; aq ns2pw; bq du2
t “ ndpv; aq nspw; bq coshu, x “ ndpv; aq nspw; bq sinhu,
y “ sdpv; aq dspw; bq, z “ cdpv; aq cspw; bq
´ 8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq,
Restriction to dS3
For ψ1, N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2, and the restriction of ψ1 gives a warped
product in the region where ´t2 ` x2 ă 0 and t ą 0. For ψ2, N0p1q is isometric to an open subset
of S2, and the restriction of ψ2 gives a warped product in the region where ´t2 ` x2 ą 0. The
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restriction of A to N0 is given by diagp0, a2, 1q, which induces the Neumann web on S2, and the
elliptic web of type I on dS2. We therefore get
dS-13. Timelike rotational web II
for ´t2 ` x2 ă 0
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pu; aq ´ a2 sn2pv; aqqp´du2 ` dv2q ` sc2pu; aq dn2pv; aq dw2
t “ scpu; aq dnpv; aq coshw, x “ scpu; aq dnpv; aq sinhw,
y “ ncpu; aq cnpv; aq, z “ dcpu; aq snpv; aq
0 ă u ă Kpaq, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, ´8 ă w ă 8, 0 ă a ă 1
for ´t2 ` x2 ą 0
$’’’&
’’%
ds2 “ pa2 cn2pu; aq ` b2 cn2pv; bqqpdu2 ` dv2q ´ sn2pu; aq dn2pv; bq dw2
t “ snpu; aq dnpv; bq sinhw, x “ snpu; aq dnpv; bq coshw,
y “ cnpv; aq cnpw; bq, z “ dnpv; aq snpw; bq
0 ă u ă 2Kpaq, ´Kpbq ă v ă Kpbq, ´8 ă w ă 8, a2 ` b2 “ 1
4.5 A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p´a2q ‘ J1p1q, 0 ă a ă 1
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. As A has
a two-dimensional Lorentzian eigenspace, the associated CT is reducible. Note that the construc-
tion given in algorithm 3.1 yields precisely the same warped products ψ1 and ψ2 as in section 4.4.
Indeed this case differs from the one above only in the restrictions of A to N0.
Restriction to H3
As above, ψ2 does not restrict to a warped product of H
3. For ψ1 the restriction of A to N0
has the form diagp0,´a2, 1q, which is geometrically equivalent (in N0) to diagpa˜2, 0, 1q, where
a˜2 “ a2p1` a2q´1 and 0 ă a˜ ă 1. This A induces the elliptic web of type II on N0p´1q – H2. So,
dropping the tilde on a˜ and lifting the induced coordinates to H3, we have
H-14. Timelike rotational web III
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pv; aq ` a2 sc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q ` nc2pv; aq nc2pw; bq du2
t “ ncpv; aq ncpw; bq coshu, x “ ncpv; aq ncpw; bq sinhu,
y “ scpv; aq dcpw; bq, z “ dcpv; aq scpw; bq
´ 8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq,
Restriction to dS3
For ψ1, ψ2, N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2, S2 respectively. The restriction of A to
N0 has the form diagp0,´a2, 1q, which as above is geometrically equivalent to diagpa˜2, 0, 1q, with
a˜2 “ a2p1 ` a2q´1 and 0 ă a˜ ă 1. This A induces the elliptic web of type II on dS2, and the
Neumann web on S2. Again dropping the tilde on a˜, we have
dS-14. Timelike rotational web III
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for ´t2 ` x2 ă 0, a?t2 ´ x2 ´ |y| ą b$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pu; aq ´ dc2pv; aqqp´du2 ` dv2q ` a´2b2 nc2pu; aq nc2pv; aq dw2
t “ a´1b ncpu; aq ncpv; aq coshw, x “ ncpu; aq ncpv; aq sinhw,
y “ b scpu; aq scpv; aq, z “ a´1 dcpu; aq dcpv; aq
0 ă v ă u ă Kpaq, ´8 ă w ă 8, a2 ` b2 “ 1
for ´t2 ` x2 ă 0, a?t2 ´ x2 ` |y| ă b
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ a2pnd2pu; bq ´ nd2pv; bqqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` a2b2 sd2pu; bq sd2pv; bq dw2
t “ ab sdpu; bq sdpv; bq coshw, x “ sdpu; bq sdpv; bq sinhw,
y “ b cdpu; bq cdpv; bq, z “ a ndpu; bq ndpv; bq
0 ă v ă u ă Kpbq, ´8 ă w ă 8, a2 ` b2 “ 1
for ´t2 ` x2 ą 0$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pa2 cn2pu; aq ` b2 cn2pv; bqqpdu2 ` dv2q ´ cn2pu; aq cn2pv; bq dw2
t “ cnpu; aq cnpv; bq sinhw, x “ cnpu; aq cnpv; bq coshw,
y “ snpu; aq dnpv; bq, z “ dnpu; aq snpv; bq
´Kpaq ă u ă Kpaq, ´Kpbq ă v ă Kpbq, ´8 ă w ă 8, a2 ` b2 “ 1
4.6 A “ J´1p1q ‘ J1pa2q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q, 0 ă a ă 1
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. As A has
a two-dimensional spacelike eigenspace, the associated CT is reducible. Choosing a unit vector in
this eigenspace, say By, algorithm 3.1 yields a warped product ψ which decomposes A ` r d r in
the ambient space. By equation (18), ψ is given by
ψ : N0 ˆρ S1 Ñ E41
ptBt ` xBx ` y˜By, pq ÞÑ tBt ` xBx ` y˜p
where N0 “ ttBt ` xBx ` y˜By P E41 | y˜ ą 0u and ρptBt ` xBx ` y˜Byq “ y˜. By equation (21), the
image of ψ is dense in E4
1
. We consider the restrictions of ψ to N0p´1q and N0p1q respectively.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A to N0 has the form diagp1, a2, 0q,
which induces the elliptic web of type I on H2. We therefore have
H-15. Spacelike rotational web III
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pa2 cd2pv; aq ` cs2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q ` cd2pv; aq cs2pw; bq du2
t “ ndpv; aq nspw; bq, x “ sdpv; aq dspw; bq,
y “ cdpv; aq cspw; bq sinu, z “ cdpv; aq cspw; bq cosu
0 ă u ă 2π, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
Restriction to dS3
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N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 again has the form
diagp1, a2, 0q, which induces the elliptic web of type I on dS2. We therefore have
dS-15. Spacelike rotational web III
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pu; aq ´ a2 sn2pv; aqqp´du2 ` dv2q ` dc2pu; aq sn2pv; aq du2
t “ scpu; aq dnpv; aq, x “ ncpu; aq cnpv; aq,
y “ dcpu; aq snpv; aq sinw, z “ dcpu; aq snpv; aq cosw
0 ă u ă Kpaq, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă 2π
4.7 A “ J´1pa2q ‘ J1p1q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q, 0 ă a ă 1
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. Note that
the construction of algorithm 3.1 for this case yields precisely the same warped product as above
in section 4.6. Indeed this case differs from that one only in the restrictions of A to N0.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A to N0 has the form diagpa2, 1, 0q,
which induces the elliptic web of type II on H2. We therefore have
H-16. Spacelike rotational web IV
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pv; aq ` a2 sc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q ` dc2pv; aq sc2pw; bq du2
t “ ncpv; aq ncpw; bq, x “ scpv; aq dcpw; bq,
y “ dcpv; aq scpw; bq sinu, z “ dcpv; aq scpw; bq cosu
0 ă u ă 2π, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 again has the form
diagpa2, 1, 0q, which induces the elliptic web of type II on dS2. We therefore have
dS-16. Spacelike rotational web IV
for a|t| ´ |x| ą b
$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pu; aq ´ dc2pv; aqqp´du2 ` dv2q ` a´2 dc2pu; aq dc2pv; aq dw2
t “ a´1b ncpu; aq ncpv; aq, x “ b scpu; aq scpv; aq,
y “ a´1 dcpu; aq dcpv; aq sinw, z “ a´1 dcpu; aq dcpv; aq cosw
0 ă v ă u ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă 2π, a2 ` b2 “ 1
for a|t| ` |x| ă b
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ a2pnd2pu; bq ´ nd2pv; bqqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` a2 nd2pu; bq nd2pv; bq dw2
t “ ab sdpu; bq sdpv; bq, x “ b cdpu; bq cdpv; bq,
y “ a ndpu; bq ndpv; bq sinw, z “ a ndpu; bq ndpv; bq cosw
0 ă v ă u ă Kpbq, 0 ă w ă 2π, a2 ` b2 “ 1
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4.8 A “ J´1p1q ‘ J1p´a2q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q, 0 ă a ă 1
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. Note
that the construction of algorithm 3.1 for this case yields precisely the same warped product as in
the last two sections. Again, this case differs from that one only in the restrictions of A to N0.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A toN0 has the form diagp1,´a2, 0q,
which is geometrically equivalent (in N0) to diagp1, 0, a˜2q where a˜2 “ a2p1` a2q´1 and 0 ă a˜ ă 1.
This A induces the elliptic web of type I on H2. Note that this case differs from H-15 above since
the warping functions are different. Dropping the tilde on a˜, we get
H-17. Spacelike rotational web V
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pa2 cd2pv; aq ` cs2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q ` sd2pv; aq ds2pw; bq du2
t “ ndpv; aq nspw; bq, x “ cdpv; aq cspw; bq,
y “ sdpv; aq dspw; bq sinu, z “ sdpv; aq dspw; bq cosu
0 ă u ă 2π, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 again has the form
diagp1,´a2, 0q, which is equivalent to diagp1, 0, a˜2q with a˜2 “ a2p1 ` a2q´1 and 0 ă a˜ ă 1. This
A induces the elliptic web of type I on dS2. Again, this case differs from dS-15 above since the
warping functions are different. Dropping the tilde on a˜, we get
dS-17. Spacelike rotational web V
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pdc2pu; aq ´ a2 sn2pv; aqqp´du2 ` dv2q ` nc2pu; aq cn2pv; aq du2
t “ scpu; aq dnpv; aq, x “ dcpu; aq snpv; aq,
y “ ncpu; aq cnpv; aq sinw, z “ ncpu; aq cnpv; aq cosw
0 ă u ă Kpaq, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă 2π
4.9 A “ J1piq ‘ J1p´iq ‘ J1pcq ‘ J1pcq, c P R
Consider the case where A takes the above form (in a complex basis) up to geometric equivalence.
Since A has a two-dimensional spacelike eigenspace, the induced CT is reducible. Note that the
construction of algorithm 3.1 yields the same warped product as in sections 4.6-4.8 above. Again,
the only difference in this case is the restriction of A.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A to N0 has the form diagpi,´i, cq,
which induces the complex elliptic web on H2. We therefore get
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H-18. Spacelike rotational web VI$’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ psn2pv; aq dc2pv; aq ` sn2pw; bq dc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q ` ρ2pv, wq du2
ρpv, wq “ snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; bq dcpw; bq
t2 ` x2 “ 2 dnp2v; aq dnp2w; bq
abp1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; bqq , t
2 ´ x2 “ 2p1` cnp2v; aq cnp2w; bqqp1` cnp2v; aqp1 ` cnp2w; bq ,
y “ snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; bq dcpw; bq sinu, z “ snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; bq dcpw; bq cosu
0 ă u ă 2π, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 again has the form
diagpi,´i, cq, which induces the complex elliptic web on dS2. Again, this case differs from dS-15
above since the warping functions are different. Dropping the tilde on a˜, we get
dS-18. Spacelike rotational web VI$’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ psn2pu; aq dc2pu; aq ´ sn2pv; aq dc2pv; aqqp´du2 ` dv2q ` ρ2pu, vq dw2
ρpu, vq “ snpu; aq dcpu; aq snpv; aq dcpv; aq
t2 ` x2 “ 2 dnp2u; aq dnp2v; aq
abp1` cnp2u; aqqp1` cnp2v; aqq , ´t
2 ` x2 “ 2pcnp2u; aq ` cnp2v; aqqp1` cnp2u; aqqp1` cnp2v; aqq ,
y “ snpu; aq dcpu; aq snpv; aq dcpv; aq sinw, z “ snpu; aq dcpu; aq snpv; aq dcpv; aq cosw
0 ă u ă Kpaq, 0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă 2π, a2 ` b2 “ 1
4.10 A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1paq ‘ J1pbq ‘ J1p1q, 0 ă a ă b ă 1
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. In this
case, since A has no multidimensional eigenspaces, the induced CT L is irreducible. If we denote
the eigenfunctions of L by u, v, w, then in the notation of equations (12)-(16), we have k “ 0, and
the characteristic polynomials of L and A are, respectively,
ppζq “ pζ ´ uqpζ ´ vqpζ ´ wq, Bpζq “ ζpζ ´ aqpζ ´ bqpζ ´ 1q
Restriction to H3
For H3, equation (14) immediately yields the transformation equations to pseudo-Cartesian co-
ordinates in E41, while equation (16) gives the metric. We may, without loss of generality, let
w ă v ă u, in which case the coordinate ranges can be inferred from the condition that the metric
be positive definite, and that the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates be real. We therefore get
H-19. Real ellipsoidal web I
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4upu´ aqpu´ bqpu ´ 1q du
2 ` pu ´ vqpv ´ wq
4vpv ´ aqpv ´ bqp1´ vq dv
2 ` pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4wpw ´ aqpb ´ wqp1 ´ wq dw
2
t2 “ uvw
ab
, x2 “ pu´ aqpv ´ aqpw ´ aq
apb ´ aqp1´ aq ,
y2 “ pu´ bqpv ´ bqpb ´ wq
bpb´ aqp1´ bq , z
2 “ pu´ 1qp1 ´ vqp1´ wqp1 ´ aqp1´ bq
0 ă a ă w ă b ă v ă 1 ă u
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Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
Again, for dS3 equations (14) and (16) give the transformation equations and metric respectively.
To determine the admissible coordinate ranges, we let w ă v ă u and impose the conditions that
the metric be Lorentzian and that the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates be real. We get
dS-19. Real ellipsoidal web I
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4upu´ aqpu´ bqp1´ uq du
2 ` pu ´ vqpv ´ wq
4vpv ´ aqpb ´ vqp1´ vq dv
2 ` pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4wpa´ wqpb ´ wqp1 ´ wq dw
2
t2 “ ´uvw
ab
, x2 “ pa´ uqpa´ vqpa ´ wq
apb´ aqp1 ´ aq ,
y2 “ pu´ bqpb ´ vqpb ´ wq
bpb´ aqp1´ bq , z
2 “ p1´ uqp1 ´ vqp1´ wqp1 ´ aqp1´ bq
w ă 0 ă a ă v ă b ă u ă 1, w timelike
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
4.11 A “ J´1paq ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1pbq ‘ J1p1q, 0 ă a ă b ă 1
Consider the case where A takes the above form up to geometric equivalence. The induced CT L
is irreducible. If we denote the eigenfunctions of L by u, v, w, then in the notation of equations
(12)-(16), k “ 0, and ppzq and Bpzq are precisely the same as in 4.9 above.
Restriction to H3
For H3, equations (14) and (16) respectively give the transformation to pseudo-Cartesian coor-
dinates, and the form of the metric in coordinates pu, v, wq. Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the
signature of the metric and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges. We get
H-20. Real ellipsoidal web II
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4upu´ aqpu´ bqpu ´ 1q du
2 ` pu ´ vqpv ´ wq
4vpv ´ aqpv ´ bqp1´ vq dv
2 ` pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4wpw ´ aqpb ´ wqp1 ´ wq dw
2
t2 “ pu ´ aqpv ´ aqpa´ wq
apb´ aqp1 ´ aq , x
2 “ uvw
ab
,
y2 “ pu´ bqpv ´ bqpb ´ wq
bpb´ aqp1´ bq , z
2 “ pu´ 1qp1 ´ vqp1´ wqp1 ´ aqp1´ bq
0 ă w ă a ă b ă v ă 1 ă u
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
For dS3 equations (14) and (16) give the transformation equations and metric respectively. To de-
termine the admissible coordinate ranges, we impose the conditions that the metric be Lorentzian
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and that the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates be real. We hence obtain
dS-20. Real ellipsoidal web II
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4upu´ aqpu´ bqp1´ uq du
2 ` pu ´ vqpv ´ wq
4vpv ´ aqpb ´ vqp1´ vq dv
2 ` pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4wpa´ wqpb ´ wqp1 ´ wq dw
2
t2 “ pu ´ aqpv ´ aqpw ´ aq
apb´ aqp1 ´ aq , x
2 “ uvw
ab
,
y2 “ pu´ bqpb ´ vqpb ´ wq
bpb´ aqp1´ bq , z
2 “ p1´ uqp1 ´ vqp1´ wqp1 ´ aqp1´ bq
0 ă a ă b ă w ă 1 ă v ă u, u timelike
0 ă a ă b ă w ă v ă u ă 1, v timelike
0 ă a ă w ă v ă b ă u ă 1, w timelike
0 ă w ă v ă a ă b ă u ă 1, v timelike
w ă v ă 0 ă a ă b ă u ă 1, w timelike
Therefore there are five isometrically inequivalent coordinate charts, each one corresponding to
one of the five admissible coordinate ranges above.
4.12 A “ J1piq ‘ J1p´iq ‘ J1paq ‘ J1pbq, a ă b
Consider the case where A takes the above form (in a complex basis) up to geometric equivalence.
As A has no multidimensional eigenspaces, the induced CT L is irreducible. If we denote the eigen-
functions of L by u, v, w, then in the notation of equations (12)-(16), k “ 0 and the characteristic
polynomial of A is Bpζq “ pζ2 ` 1qpζ ´ aqpζ ´ bq. Note that in applying equation (14), we must
use the complex coordinates χ, χ¯ in which A takes the above form, where
χ :“ 1?
2
pt´ ixq
We can obtain transformation equations to real coordinates by noting that
|χ2| “ 1
2
pt2 ` x2q, Repχ2q “ 1
2
p´t2 ` x2q
Restriction to H3
For H3, equations (14) and the above relations give the transformation to pseudo-Cartesian coor-
dinates, while equation (16) gives the metric. Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the
metric and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges. We get
H-21. Complex ellipsoidal web$’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4pu2 ` 1qpu´ aqpu´ bq du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4pv2 ` 1qpv ´ aqpb´ vq dv
2 ` pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4pw2 ` 1qpa´ wqpb ´ wq dw
2
t2 ` x2 “
?
u2 ` 1?v2 ` 1?w2 ` 1?
a2 ` 1?b2 ` 1 , y
2 “ pu ´ aqpv ´ aqpa´ wqpb ´ aqpa2 ` 1q ,
t2 ´ x2 “ pa` bqpu` v ` w ´ uvwq ` pab ´ 1qpuv ` uw ` vw ´ 1qpa2 ` 1qpb2 ` 1q , z
2 “ pu ´ bqpb´ vqpb ´ wqpb´ aqpb2 ` 1q
w ă a ă v ă b ă u
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Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
Again, equation (14) and the above relations give the transformation to pseudo-Cartesian coordi-
nates, while equation (16) gives the metric. Letting w ă v ă u and imposing the signature of the
metric and the reality of the coordinates, we obtain the admissible coordinate ranges.
dS-21. Complex ellipsoidal web
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4pu2 ` 1qpu´ aqpb´ uq du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4pv2 ` 1qpv ´ aqpv ´ bq dv
2 ` pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4pw2 ` 1qpw ´ aqpb´ wq dw
2
t2 ` x2 “
?
u2 ` 1?v2 ` 1?w2 ` 1?
a2 ` 1?b2 ` 1 , y
2 “ pu ´ aqpa´ vqpa´ wqpb ´ aqpa2 ` 1q ,
x2 ´ t2 “ pa` bqpu` v ` w ´ uvwq ` p1 ´ abqpuv ` uw ` vw ´ 1qpa2 ` 1qpb2 ` 1q , z
2 “ pb ´ uqpb´ vqpb ´ wqpb´ aqpb2 ` 1q
w ă v ă a ă u ă b, w timelike
a ă w ă b ă v ă u, u timelike
a ă w ă v ă u ă b, v timelike
Therefore there are three isometrically inequivalent coordinate charts, each one corresponding to
one of the three admissible coordinate ranges above.
4.13 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q
Let us now consider the case where A has a three-dimensional degenerate eigenspace. In this case,
we may choose coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq such that A “ Bξ d Bξ, where η and ξ are null Cartesian
coordinates such that xBη, Bξy “ 1. The CT induced by A is reducible, and algorithm 3.1 gives a
warped product ψ which decomposes A` r d r. By equation (19), ψ is given by
ψ : N0 ˆρ E2 Ñ E41
pηBη ` ξ˜Bξ, pq ÞÑ pξ˜ ´ 1
2
η pPpq2qBξ ` ηBη ` ηpPpq
where P : E41 Ñ spantBy, Bzu is the orthogonal projection, N0 “ tηBη ` ξ˜Bξ P E41 | η ą 0u and
ρpηBη` ξ˜Bξq “ η. By equation (22), the image of ψ consists of all points pη, ξ, y, zq such that η ą 0.
Note also that P is an isometry from the spherical factor E2 to spantBy, Bzu.
Note that we elect to write the coordinate web below in terms of the orthogonal pseudo-
Cartesian coordinates pt, xq associated with pη, ξq, which by our convention are given by
η “ t` x, ξ “ 1
2
p´t` xq
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to H1. The restriction of A induces the standard coordinate u on H1. We
then get four separable webs, corresponding to the four possible webs we may lift from E2. These
webs may be found in any standard reference; see [11] for example.
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H-22. Parabolically-embedded translational web
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` e2updv2 ` dw2q
t´ x “ e´u ` eupv2 ` w2q, t` x “ eu,
y “ euv, z “ euw
´8 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
H-23. Parabolically-embedded polar web
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` e2updv2 ` v2 dw2q
t´ x “ e´u ` euv2, t` x “ eu,
y “ euv sinw, z “ eu cosw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
H-24. Parabolically-embedded elliptic web
$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` a2e2upcosh2 v ´ cos2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t´ x “ e´u ` a2eupcosh2 v ´ sin2 wq, t` x “ eu,
y “ aeu cosh v cosw, z “ aeu sinh v sinw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π, a ą 0
H-25. Parabolically-embedded parabolic web
$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` e2upv2 ` w2qpdv2 ` dw2q
t´ x “ e´u ` 1
4
eupv2 ` w2q2, t` x “ eu,
y “ 1
2
eupv2 ´ w2q, z “ euvw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS1. The restriction of A to N0 induces the standard
coordinate u on dS1, and as above we get four separable webs, upon lifting the four possible webs
from the spherical factor E2. These are
dS-22. Parabolically-embedded translational web
$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` e2updv2 ` dw2q
t´ x “ ´e´u ` eupv2 ` w2q, t` x “ eu,
y “ euv, z “ euw
´8 ă u ă 8, ´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
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dS-23. Parabolically-embedded polar web$’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` e2updv2 ` v2 dw2q
t´ x “ ´e´u ` euv2, t` x “ eu,
y “ euv sinw, z “ eu cosw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
dS-24. Parabolically-embedded elliptic web$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` a2e2upcosh2 v ´ cos2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t´ x “ ´e´u ` a2eupcosh2 v ´ sin2 wq, t` x “ eu,
y “ aeu cosh v cosw, z “ aeu sinh v sinw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π, a ą 0
dS-25. Parabolically-embedded parabolic web$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ds2 “ ´du2 ` e2upv2 ` w2qpdv2 ` dw2q
t´ x “ ´e´u ` 1
4
eupv2 ` w2q2, t` x “ eu,
y “ 1
2
eupv2 ´ w2q, z “ euvw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
4.14 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1pcq, c ą 0
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to
geometric equivalence. By rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that c “ 1. Since
A has a degenerate two-dimensional eigenspace, the CT induced by A is reducible, and algorithm
3.1 yields a warped product ψ which decomposes A` r d r. By equation (19), ψ is given by
ψ : N0 ˆρ E1 Ñ E41
pηBη ` ξ˜Bξ ` zBz, pq ÞÑ pξ˜ ´ 1
2
η pPpq2qBξ ` ηBη ` zBz ` ηpPpq
where P : E4
1
Ñ spantByu is the orthogonal projection, N0 “ tηBη ` ξ˜Bξ ` zBz P E41 | η ą 0u and
ρpηBη ` ξ˜Bξ` zBzq “ η. By equation (22), the image of ψ consists of all points pη, ξ, y, zq such that
η ą 0. Note also that P gives an isometry between the spherical factor E2 and its image.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to H2. The restriction of A to N0 is J2p0qT ‘ J1p1q, which induces the null
elliptic web of type I on H2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pt, xq
associated with η, ξ, we obtain
H-26. Null rotational web II$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ psec2 v ´ sech2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q ` sec2 v sech2 w du2
t´ x “ cos v coshw p1` tan2 v tanh2 wq ´ u2 sec v sechw, t` x “ sec v sechw,
y “ u sec v sechw, z “ tan v tanhw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă π
2
, ´8 ă w ă 8
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Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 is as above, and induces the
null elliptic web of type I on dS2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates
pt, xq associated with η, ξ, we obtain
dS-26. Null rotational web II$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ psech2 u` csch2 vqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` sech2 u csch2 v dw2
t´ x “ w2 sechu csch v ` coshu sinh v p1 ´ tanh2 u coth2 vq, t` x “ sechu csch v,
y “ w sechu csch v, z “ tanhu coth v
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
4.15 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1pcq, c ă 0
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to geo-
metric equivalence. By rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that c “ ´1. Since
A has a degenerate two-dimensional eigenspace, the CT induced by A is reducible, and algorithm
3.1 yields precisely the same warped product ψ as above in section 4.14. Indeed, this case differs
from the one above only in the restriction of A to N0.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to H2. The restriction of A to N0 is J2p0qT ‘ J1p´1q, which induces the null
elliptic web of type II on H2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pt, xq
associated with η, ξ, we obtain
H-27. Null rotational web III$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ pcsch2 v ´ sec2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q ` csch2 v sec2 w du2
t´ x “ sinh v cosw p1 ` coth2 v tan2 wq ` u2 csch v secw, t` x “ sec v sechw,
y “ u csch v secw, z “ coth v tanw
´8 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă π
2
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 is as above, and induces the
null elliptic web of type II on dS2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates
pt, xq associated with η, ξ, we obtain
dS-27. Null rotational web II
for |2xpt` xq ` y2| ą 2|t` x|, pt` xq2 ą |1´ z2|$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ psec2 u` sec2 vqp´du2 ` dv2q ` sec2 u sec2 v dw2
t´ x “ w2 secu sec v ´ cosu cos v p1´ tan2 u tan2 vq, t` x “ secu sec v,
y “ w secu sec v, z “ tanu tan v
0 ă v ă u ă π
2
, ´8 ă w ă 8
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for |2xpt` xq ` y2| ą 2|t` x|, pt` xq2 ă |1´ z2|, |z| ą 1$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pcsch2 v ` csch2 uqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` csch2 u csch2 v dw2
t´ x “ w2 cschu csch v ´ sinhu sinh v p1´ coth2 u coth2 vq, t` x “ cschu csch v,
y “ w cschu csch v, z “ cothu coth v
0 ă v ă u ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
for |2xpt` xq ` y2| ą 2|t` x|, pt` xq2 ă |1´ z2|, |z| ă 1$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ psech2 u´ sech2 vqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` sech2 u sech2 v dw2
t´ x “ w2 sechu sech v ´ coshu cosh v p1´ tanh2 u tanh2 vq, t` x “ sechu sech v,
y “ w sechu sech v, z “ tanhu tanh v
0 ă v ă u ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
4.16 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1pcq ‘ J1pcq, c ą 0
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to ge-
ometric equivalence. By rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that c “ 1. Since
A has a spacelike two-dimensional eigenspace, the CT induced by A is reducible, and algorithm
3.1 yields the same warped product ψ as in sections 4.6-4.9. Again, this case differs only in the
restriction of A to N0.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A to N0 is J2p0qT ‘ J1p1q, which
induces the null elliptic web of type I on H2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian
coordinates pt, xq associated with η, ξ, we obtain
H-28. Spacelike rotational web VII$’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ psec2 v ´ sech2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q ` tan2 v tanh2 w du2
t´ x “ cos v coshw p1` tan2 v tanh2 wq, t` x “ sec v sechw,
y “ tan v tanhw sinu, z “ tan v tanhw cosu
0 ă u ă 2π, 0 ă v ă π
2
, 0 ă w ă 8
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 is as above, and induces the
null elliptic web of type I on dS2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates
pt, xq associated with η, ξ, we obtain
dS-28. Spacelike rotational web VII$’’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ psech2 u` csch2 vqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` tanh2 u coth2 v dw2
t´ x “ ´ coshu sinh v p1´ tanh2 u coth2 vq, t` x “ sechu csch v,
y “ tanhu coth v sinw, z “ tanhu coth v cosw
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
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4.17 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1pcq ‘ J1pcq, c ă 0
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to geo-
metric equivalence. By rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that c “ ´1. Since A
has a spacelike two-dimensional eigenspace, the CT induced by A is reducible, and algorithm 3.1
yields the same warped product ψ as in sections 4.6-4.9 and 4.16 above. Again, this case differs
only in the restriction of A to N0.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to an open subset of H2. The restriction of A to N0 is J2p0qT ‘J1p´1q, which
induces the null elliptic web of type II on H2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian
coordinates pt, xq associated with η, ξ, we obtain
H-29. Spacelike rotational web VIII$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ pcsch2 v ´ sec2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q ` coth2 v tan2 w du2
t´ x “ sinh v cosw p1 ` coth2 v tan2 wq, t` x “ csch v secw,
y “ coth v tanw sinu, z “ coth v tanw cosu
0 ă u ă 2π, 0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă π
2
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A to N0 is as above, and induces the
null elliptic web of type II on dS2. Writing these out in terms of the pseudo-Cartesian coordinates
pt, xq associated with η, ξ, we obtain
dS-29. Spacelike rotational web VIII
for |x| ą 1, tx ą 0$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ psec2 u` sec2 vqp´du2 ` dv2q ` tan2 u tan2 v dw2
t´ x “ ´ cosu cos v p1´ tan2 u tan2 vq, t` x “ secu sec v,
y “ tanu tan v sinw, z “ tanu tan v cosw
0 ă v ă u ă π
2
, 0 ă w ă π
2
for |x| ą 1, tx ă 0,
a
y2 ` z2 ą 1$’’’’&
’’’’%
ds2 “ pcsch2 v ` csch2 uqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` coth2 u coth2 v dw2
t´ x “ ´ sinhu sinh v p1´ coth2 u coth2 vq, t` x “ cschu csch v,
y “ cothu coth v sinw, z “ cothu coth v cosw
0 ă v ă u ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
for |x| ą 1, tx ă 0,
a
y2 ` z2 ă 1$’’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ psech2 u´ sech2 vqpdu2 ´ dv2q ` tanh2 u tanh2 v dw2
t´ x “ ´ coshu cosh v p1´ tanh2 u tanh2 vq, t` x “ sechu sech v,
y “ tanhu tanh v sinw, z “ tanhu tanh v cosw
0 ă v ă u ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
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4.18 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1paq ‘ J1pbq, 0 ă a ă b
We now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to geometric
equivalence. Note that by rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that b “ 1. In this
case, since A has no multidimensional eigenspaces, the induced CT L is irreducible. So, in the
notation of equations (12)-(16), we have k “ 2, and
Bpζq “ ζ2pζ ´ aqpζ ´ 1q, BUKpζq “ pζ ´ aqpζ ´ 1q, ppζq “ pζ ´ uqpζ ´ vqpζ ´ wq
where u, v, w are the eigenfunctions of L. Application of equations (13) and (14) yield the trans-
formation equations between pu, v, wq and pη, ξ, y, zq on H3 and dS3, as appropriate. As usual, we
write out the transformation equations below in terms of pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pt, x, y, zq
associated with our null Cartesian coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq.
Restriction to H3
The metric is given by equation (16). Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates. This yields the coordinate ranges. Hence we get
H-30. Null ellipsoidal web I
$’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u2pu´ aqpu ´ 1q du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v2pv ´ aqp1´ vq dv
2 ` pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4w2pa´ wqp1 ´ wq dw
2
pt` xq2 “ uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 “ 1
a2
pp1` aquvw ´ apuv ` uw ` vwqq,
y2 “ pu´ aqpv ´ aqpa´ wq
a2p1´ aq , z
2 “ pu´ 1qp1´ vqp1 ´ wq
1´ a
0 ă w ă a ă v ă 1 ă u
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
The metric is given by equation (16). Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates. This yields the coordinate ranges. Thus we obtain
dS-30. Null ellipsoidal web I
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u2pu´ aqp1 ´ uq du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v2pa´ vqp1 ´ vq dv
2 ´ pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4w2pa´ wqp1 ´ wq dw
2
pt` xq2 “ ´uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 “ 1
a2
papuv ` uw ` vwq ´ p1` aquvwq,
y2 “ pu´ aqpv ´ aqpw ´ aq
a2p1´ aq , z
2 “ p1´ uqp1´ vqp1 ´ wq
1´ a
w ă 0 ă v ă a ă u ă 1, w timelike
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
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4.19 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1paq ‘ J1pbq, b ă 0 ă a
We now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to geometric
equivalence. Note that by rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that b “ ´1. In
this case, since A has no multidimensional eigenspaces, the induced CT L is irreducible. So, in the
notation of equations (12)-(16), we have k “ 2, and
Bpζq “ ζ2pζ ´ aqpζ ´ 1q, BUKpζq “ pζ ´ aqpζ ` 1q, ppζq “ pζ ´ uqpζ ´ vqpζ ´ wq
where u, v, w are the eigenfunctions of L. Application of equations (13) and (14) yield the trans-
formation equations between pu, v, wq and pη, ξ, y, zq on H3 and dS3, as appropriate. As usual, we
write out the transformation equations below in terms of pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pt, x, y, zq
associated with our null Cartesian coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq.
Restriction to H3
The metric is given by equation (16). Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges. We thus get
H-31. Null ellipsoidal web II
$’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u2pu´ aqpu ` 1q du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v2pa´ vqpv ` 1q dv
2 ` pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4w2pw ´ aqpw ` 1q dw
2
pt` xq2 “ ´uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 “ 1
a2
ppa´ 1quvw ` apuv ` uw ` vwqq,
y2 “ pu´ aqpv ´ aqpw ´ aq
a2p1` aq , z
2 “ ´pu` 1qpv ` 1qpw ` 1q
1` a
w ă ´1 ă 0 ă v ă a ă u
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
The metric is given by equation (16). Assuming w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges. Thus, we have
dS-31. Null ellipsoidal web II
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u2pa´ uqpu` 1q du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v2pv ´ aqpv ` 1q dv
2 ` pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4w2pa´ wqpw ` 1q dw
2
pt` xq2 “ uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 “ ´ 1
a2
papuv ` uw ` vwq ` pa´ 1quvwq,
y2 “ pa´ uqpa´ vqpa´ wq
a2p1` aq , z
2 “ pu` 1qpv ` 1qpw ` 1q
1` a
w ă v ă ´1 ă 0 ă u ă a, w timelike
´ 1 ă w ă v ă 0 ă u ă a, v timelike
´ 1 ă 0 ă w ă v ă u ă a, v timelike
´ 1 ă 0 ă w ă a ă v ă u, u timelike
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Therefore there are four isometrically inequivalent coordinate charts, each one corresponding to
one of the four admissible coordinate ranges above.
4.20 A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p´aq ‘ J1p´bq, 0 ă a ă b
We now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to geometric
equivalence. Note that by rescaling our null coordinates pη, ξq, we may assume that ´b “ ´1. In
this case, since A has no multidimensional eigenspaces, the induced CT L is irreducible. So, in the
notation of equations (12)-(16), we have k “ 2, and
Bpζq “ ζ2pζ ´ aqpζ ´ 1q, BUKpζq “ pζ ´ aqpζ ` 1q, ppζq “ pζ ´ uqpζ ´ vqpζ ´ wq
where u, v, w are the eigenfunctions of L. Application of equations (13) and (14) yield the trans-
formation equations between pu, v, wq and pη, ξ, y, zq on H3 and dS3, as appropriate. As usual, we
write out the transformation equations below in terms of pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pt, x, y, zq
associated with our null Cartesian coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq.
Restriction to H3
The metric is given by equation (16). Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges.
H-32. Null ellipsoidal web III$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u2pu` aqpu ` 1q du
2 ´ pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v2pv ` aqpv ` 1q dv
2 ` pu´ wqpv ´ wq
4w2pw ` aqpw ` 1q dw
2
pt` xq2 “ uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 “ ´ 1
a2
pp1 ` aquvw ` apuv ` uw ` vwqq,
y2 “ pu` aqpv ` aqpw ` aq
a2p1´ aq , z
2 “ ´pu` 1qpv ` 1qpw ` 1q
1´ a
w ă ´1 ă v ă ´a ă 0 ă u
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
The metric is given by equation (16). Assuming w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges. Thus, we get
dS-32. Null ellipsoidal web III$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ ´ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u2pu ` aqpu` 1q du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v2pv ` aqpv ` 1q dv
2 ´ pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4w2pw ` aqpw ` 1q dw
2
pt` xq2 “ ´uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 “ 1
a2
papuv ` uw ` vwq ` p1` aquvwq,
y2 “ ´pu` aqpv ` aqpw ` aq
a2p1´ aq , z
2 “ pu` 1qpv ` 1qpw ` 1q
1´ a
w ă v ă ´1 ă u ă ´a ă 0, w timelike
´ 1 ă w ă v ă u ă ´a ă 0, v timelike
´ 1 ă w ă ´a ă v ă u ă 0, u timelike
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Therefore there are three isometrically inequivalent coordinate charts, each one corresponding to
one of the four admissible coordinate ranges above.
4.21 A “ J3p0qT ‘ J1p0q
Let us now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, ξ, y, zq, up to
geometric equivalence. Since A has a two-dimensional degenerate eigenspace, the CT induced by
A is reducible, and algorithm 3.1 gives a warped product ψ which decomposes A ` r d r in the
ambient space. By equation (19), ψ is given by
ψ : N0 ˆρ E1 Ñ E41
pηBη ` ξ˜Bξ ` yBy, pq ÞÑ yBy ` pξ˜ ´ 1
2
η pPpq2qBξ ` ηBη ` ηpPpq
where P : E4
1
Ñ spantBzu is the orthogonal projection, N0 “ tηBη ` ξ˜Bξ ` yBy P E41 | η ą 0u and
ρpηBη` ξ˜Bξ` yByq “ η. By equation (22), the image of ψ consists of all points pη, ξ, y, zq such that
η ą 0. Note also that P is an isometry from the parabolically-embedded E1 to spantBzu.
Restriction to H3
N0p´1q is isometric to H2. The restriction of A is given by J3p0qT , which induces the null elliptic
web of type III on H2. We therefore get
H-33. Null rotational web III$’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´2 ` v´2qpdu2 ` dv2q ` u´2v´2 dw2
t´ x “ pu
2 ` v2q2
4uv
` w
2
uv
, t` x “ 1
uv
,
y “ u
2 ´ v2
2uv
, z “ w
uv
0 ă u ă 8, 0 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
Restriction to dS3
N0p1q is isometric to an open subset of dS2. The restriction of A is given by J3p0qT , which induces
the null elliptic web of type III on dS2. We therefore get
dS-33. Null rotational web III$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´2 ´ v´2qp´du2 ` dv2q ` u´2v´2 dw2
t´ x “ pu
2 ´ v2q2
4uv
` w
2
uv
, t` x “ 1
uv
,
y “ u
2 ` v2
2uv
, z “ w
uv
0 ă u ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
4.22 A “ J3p0qT ‘ J1paq, a ą 0
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We now consider the case where A takes the above form, in coordinates pη, y, ξ, zq, up to geometric
equivalence. In this case, since A has no multidimensional eigenspaces, the induced CT L is
irreducible. So, in the notation of equations (12)-(16), we have k “ 3, and
Bpζq “ ζ3pζ ´ aq, BUKpζq “ pζ ´ aq, ppζq “ pζ ´ uqpζ ´ vqpζ ´ wq
where u, v, w are the eigenfunctions of L. Application of equations (13) and (14) yield the trans-
formation equations between pu, v, wq and pη, y, ξ, zq on H3 and dS3, as appropriate. As usual, we
write out the transformation equations below in terms of pseudo-Cartesian coordinates pt, x, y, zq
associated with our null Cartesian coordinates pη, y, ξ, zq.
Restriction to H3
The metric is given by equation (16). Letting w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges.
H-34. Null ellipsoidal web IV
$’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u3pu´ aq du
2 ´ pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v3pv ´ aq dv
2 ` pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4w3pw ´ aq dw
2
pt` xq2 “ ´uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 “ ´1
a
pu` v ` wq ` 1
a2
puv ` uw ` vwq ´ 1
a3
uvw,
pt` xqy “ 1
2a
puv ` uw ` vwq ´ 1
2a2
uvw, z2 “ ´pa´ uqpa´ vqpa´ wq
a3
w ă 0 ă v ă a ă u
Therefore there is only one isometrically inequivalent coordinate chart.
Restriction to dS3
The metric is given by equation (16). Assuming w ă v ă u, we impose the signature of the metric
and the reality of the coordinates to obtain the coordinate ranges. Thus, we get
dS-34. Null ellipsoidal web IV
$’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ds2 “ pu´ vqpu ´ wq
4u3pa´ uq du
2 ` pu´ vqpv ´ wq
4v3pv ´ aq dv
2 ` pu ´ wqpv ´ wq
4w3pa´ wq dw
2
pt` xq2 “ uvw
a
, ´t2 ` x2 ` y2 “ 1
a
pu` v ` wq ´ 1
a2
puv ` uw ` vwq ` 1
a3
uvw,
pt` xqy “ ´ 1
2a
puv ` uw ` vwq ` 1
2a2
uvw, z2 “ pa´ uqpa´ uqpa´ uq
a3
w ă v ă 0 ă u ă a, w timelike
0 ă w ă v ă u ă a, v timelike
0 ă w ă a ă v ă u, u timelike
Therefore there are three isometrically inequivalent coordinate charts, each one corresponding to
one of the four admissible coordinate ranges above.
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A Self-Adjoint Operators in Minkowski Space
In this appendix, we review the classification of self-adjoint operators in n-dimensional Minkowski
space En
1
. We simply quote the main results in this section, and refer the reader to [12] for
details and proofs. We first define a k-dimensional Jordan block with eigenvalue λ, Jkpλq, and a
k-dimensional skew-normal matrix Sk, to be the following k ˆ k matrices:
Jkpλq :“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
λ 1 0
λ
. . .
. . . 1
λ 1
0 λ
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
Sk :“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚
˝
0 1
1
. .
.
1
1 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‚
A sequence of vectors in which the metric (restricted to their span) takes the form εSk is called a
skew-normal sequence. Recall that a linear operator A : Enν Ñ Enν is self-adjoint with respect to the
scalar product if xAx, yy “ xx,Ayy for all x and y. This holds if and only if the contravariant or
covariant tensor metrically equivalent to A is symmetric. Since the metric is not positive definite
in En
1
, our classification of self-adjoint operators will specify the forms taken by both A and g in
an appropriate basis. The canonical form for the pair pA, gq is called the metric-canonical form or
metric-Jordan form for A.
For this purpose, we introduce a signed integer εk P Z, where ε “ ˘1 and k P N, and write
A “ Jεkpλq as a shorthand for the pair A “ Jkpλq and g “ εSk. For square matrices A1 and A2,
we also define the block diagonal matrix
A1 ‘A2 :“
ˆ
A1 0
0 A2
˙
We write Jεkpλq ‘ Jδmpµq as a shorthand the pair Jkpλq ‘ Jmpµq and g “ εSk ‘ δSm. We now
summarize the different possible canonical forms for a self-adjoint operator A in En1 . They are as
follows:
Case 1: A is diagonalizable with real eigenvalues. In this case, there is a basis such that
A “ J´1pλ1q ‘ J1pλ2q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ J1pλnq
Equivalently, A is diagonalized in Cartesian coordinates.
Case 2: A has a complex eigenvalue λ “ a ` ib with b ‰ 0. Since A is real, λ¯ must be another
eigenvalue; in Minkowski space, all other eigenvalues must be real. Then,
A “ J1pλq ‘ J1pλ¯q ‘ J1pλ3q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ J1pλnq
in some orthogonal basis where the first two vectors are complex. Notice that since they are com-
plex, we may assume they have length squared `1.
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Case 3: A has real eigenvalues but is not diagonalizable. Then there are three possibilities for the
metric-canonical form. The first two occur when
A “ Jε2pλq ‘ J1pλ3q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ J1pλnq
with ε “ ˘1, in some basis where the first two vectors are null. The last case occurs when
A “ J3pλq ‘ J1pλ4q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ J1pλnq
in some basis where the first and third vectors are null; the second is spacelike. Note that in
Minkowski space, a metric-Jordan block J´3pλq is inadmissible. These are all the possibilities for
the canonical forms of self-adjoint endomorphisms in Minkowski space.
B Classification of Separable Webs in H2
In this appendix we will simply list the nine separable webs in H2, along with (the parameter ten-
sor in E3
1
corresponding to) the associated concircular tensor, up to geometric equivalence. While
these webs may be found in the literature, see for instance [10], [7] or [3], the computations in
section 4 require knowledge of the corresponding CTs, which we have tabulated here. These webs
can also be easily obtained using the theory reviewed in sections 2 and 3, with the computations
proceeding analogously to those used in obtaining the separable webs for dS2 in [11].
1. Elliptic web I, A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1paq ‘ J1p1q, 0 ă a ă 1
$’&
’%
ds2 “ pa2cd2pv; aq ` cs2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ ndpv; aq nspw; bq, x “ sdpv; aq dspw; bq, y “ cdpv; aq cspw; bq
0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
2. Elliptic web II, A “ J´1paq ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p1q, 0 ă a ă 1
$’&
’%
ds2 “ pdc2pv; aq ` a2 sc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t “ ncpv; aq ncpw; bq, x “ scpv; aq dcpw; bq, y “ dcpv; aq scpw; bq
0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
3. Spacelike rotational web, A “ J´1p1q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p0q
$’&
’%
ds2 “ dv2 ` sinh2 v dw2
t “ cosh v, x “ sinh v cosw, y “ sinh v sinw
0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 2π
4. Timelike rotational web, A “ J´1p0q ‘ J1p0q ‘ J1p1q
$’&
’%
ds2 “ dv2 ` cosh2 v dw2
t “ cosh v coshw, x “ cosh v sinhw, y “ sinh v
´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
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5. Complex elliptic web, A “ J1piq ‘ J1p´iq ‘ J1pcq, c P R
$’’’’’&
’’’’’%
ds2 “ psn2pv; aq dc2pv; aq ` sn2pw; bq dc2pw; bqqpdv2 ` dw2q
t2 ` x2 “ 2 dnp2v; aq dnp2w; bq
abp1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; bqq , t
2 ´ x2 “ 2 p1` cnp2v; aq cnp2w; bqqp1` cnp2v; aqqp1 ` cnp2w; bqq ,
y “ snpv; aq dcpv; aq snpw; bq dcpw; bq
0 ă v ă Kpaq, 0 ă w ă Kpbq, a2 ` b2 “ 1
6. Null elliptic web I, A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p1q
$’’&
’’%
ds2 “ psec2 v ´ sech2 wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ sec v sechw, t´ x “ cos v coshw p1` tan2 v tanh2 wq, y “ tan v tanhw
0 ă v ă π
2
, 0 ă w ă 8
7. Null elliptic web II, A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p´1q
$’’&
’’%
ds2 “ du2 ` cosh2 u pcsch2v ` sec2wqpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ csch v secw, t´ x “ sinh v cosw p1` coth2v tan2wq, y “ coth v tanw
0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă π
2
8. Null rotational web, A “ J2p0qT ‘ J1p0q
$’&
’%
ds2 “ dv2 ` e2vdw2
t` x “ ev, t´ x “ e´v ` w2ev, y “ coshuwev
´8 ă v ă 8, ´8 ă w ă 8
9. Null elliptic web III, A “ J3p0qT$’’’&
’’’%
ds2 “ pv´2 ` w´2qpdv2 ` dw2q
t` x “ 1
vw
, t´ x “ pv
2 ` w2q2
4vw
, y “ pw
2 ´ v2q
2vw
0 ă v ă 8, 0 ă w ă 8
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